Soccer Passing Accuracy Differentiates Between High and Low Digit Ratio (2D:4D) Soccer Players
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Abstract: The purpose of the present study was to know soccer passing accuracy performances between the national youth level soccer players possessing high digit ratio and low digit ratio (2D:4D). The study was carried out in 108 male soccer players of Bangladesh aged between 16 to 19 years for measured the digit ratio. To find out the high and low digit ratio groups of participant quartile deviation has been used. Participants belonged to 0.973 and above (N=28) were categorized into high digit ratio group and 0.942 and below (N=28) were categorized into low digit ratio group. Soccer passing accuracy performance was assessed (N=56) by using Loughborough Soccer Passing Test (LSPT). Digit ratio (2D:4D) was measured by digital vernier caliper, Mitutoyo Corporation, Japan measuring to 0.01 mm. The length of the index finger (2D) and ring finger (4D) measured in millimeters from the second metacarpophalangeal crease of the finger to the fingertip. The mean digit ratio was calculated as dividing the length of the 2D by the length of the 4D for the left and right hand one by one and then computes the mean of these two ratios. To find out the significance of differences of soccer passing accuracy between the high digit ratio and the low digit ratio groups independent t-test was used. It was observed that the mean score in soccer passing accuracy performance, i.e., LSPT Total performance (TP) of the lower digit ratio, group was a significantly better performer than that of the high digit ratio group. A higher level of fetal testosterone, characterized by lower values of the digit finger ratio (2D:4D), may be associated with a higher performance of soccer passing accuracy in multifaceted aspects including passing, dribbling, controlling, turning, decision-making, and cognition.
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1. Introduction

The index finger length to ring finger length ratio (2D:4D) is considered a possible biomarker of prenatal androgen exposure [1]. Prenatal androgen exposure, with testosterone hormone being the most important androgen, plays an important role in mammalian brain sexual differentiation which has a lasting effect on Games, Sports, Physical and Competitive Behavior [2-8]. Digit ratio is claimed to be affected by the fetal exposure to the prenatal androgen. Analysis of amniocentesis samples shows that the digit ratio is negatively associated with prenatal testosterone hormone, but positively linked to exposure to estrogen hormone [9]. It is expected that a fetus with more testosterone exposure can have a lower digit ratio (masculine ratio). Male fetuses usually have a higher exposure to testosterone and therefore males always have lower digit ratios than females [10]. So, the ratio 2D:4D is a prospective marker for prenatal testosterone and may describe differences in sports performance [5, 11]. Most correlational early studies highlighted the negative relationships between lower digit ratio and performance in sports. Low second to fourth digit ratio (2D:4D) may be an indicator for prospective athletes, particularly soccer players [6, 26].

Soccer is an art and includes thousands of decisions deciding the result of the match [12]. Elite soccer players require high levels of cognitive, perceptive, and motor skills in a rapidly changing environment, [13-17] as the game is very intelligible [18]. Thus the cognitive ability plays an
important role in performing a soccer skill [19] because soccer moments are mostly unpredicted and it hides on the brain of the player.

Quick short passing accuracy is considered a relevant skill for keeping ball possession [20]. Loughborough Soccer Passing Test (LSPT) assesses the multifaceted aspects of soccer skills including passing, dribbling, turning, decision making, and cognitive function [21]. This test included dynamic elements so that players have to decide by the caller’s signal [22]. Hence, the test requires Visio-spatial skills to better perform soccer. According to Chai & Jacobs,[23] “The mental rotation task has become the standard spatial visualization task for studying the effects of digit ratio on spatial cognition” (p. 6). Spatial visualization with Visio-spatial perceptual pace and mental rotation is important for the interpretation of spatial mental representations. Peters et al. [24] highlighted the relationship between digit ratio and mental rotation on male and female and showed a strong negative association between the left and right digit ratio and mental rotation task ratings, which meant that individuals with low digit ratios (relatively longer ring finger than index finger) scored better than individuals with high digit ratios. Similarly, performing soccer skill is depending on creativity where players must be able to quickly and accurately perceive relevant information that promotes decision making [19].

Interestingly, earlier studies argued that the notable relationship between the masculine digit ratio (lower digit ratio) and the visual-spatial capacity [2, 25]. High prenatal testosterone exposure is likely to predict soccer performance as well as cognitive function [2]. Professor John Manning emphasizes the importance of Visio-spatial skills for soccer players. Manning, [26] stated “striking a moving opponent or ball requires fine judgment of distance. Determining the exact point of impact demands an accurate perception of the surface of the target as it moves through space” (p. 128). In addition, Researchers Acar & Tutkun [3] analyzed the relationship between digit ratio of national and amateur soccer players and found in national soccer players, averages of both right and left-hand 2D:4D was found to be lower than the amateur soccer players. Altogether, the low digit ratio (2D:4D) may be associated with high soccer skill performance. Furthermore, in our knowledge, there is a gap of research concerning the comparative analysis of soccer passing accuracy skill between the high and low digit ratio (2D:4D) players. Consequently, this study aimed to compare the selected soccer passing accuracy performance among national youth soccer players with a high-digit ratio group, i.e., 0.973 and above (N=28) and a low-digit ratio group, i.e., 0.942 and below (N=28).

2. Objective of the Study

To compare the selected soccer passing accuracy performances (assessed by Loughborough Soccer Passing Test (LSPT)) between the national youth level soccer players possessing high digit ratio and low digit ratio (2D:4D).

3. Methods

3.1. Selection of Participants

The participants for this study were purposively selected from the national youth level soccer players in Bangladesh. The players were selected from various recognized soccer academies and youth clubs in Bangladesh. A total of 108 male soccer players, aged ranged between 16-19 years were selected for this study. All the players were field players from different playing positions and Goalkeepers were excluded from this study. All participants had normal vision and were right and left-handed both. Participants were informed verbally and in writing of the nature and requirements of the study. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants after the completion of the health questionnaire. The “Board of Studies,” Department of Physical Education and Sport Science, Visva-Bharati University, carried out this study and forwarded it to the Institutional Research Board (University). Finally, the study was approved by the Research Board of the University.

3.2. Hypothesis $H_1$

There would be significant differences in soccer passing accuracy skills between the high digit ratio and low digit ratio soccer players.

4. Mean Digit Ratio (2D:4D)

![Image](Figure 1. Ring finger denotes the testosterone hormone and index finger denotes the estrogen hormone prenatally [27].)

Fingers (index and ring) of all the participants of the study were measured with the help of a digital vernier caliper, Model No. CD-6 CS Mitutoyo Corporation, Japan measuring to 0.01 mm. The length of the index finger (2D) and ring finger (4D) measured in millimeters from the basal (lowest) crease of the finger to the fingertip along the bisecting medial line. All the measurements were taken twice. Digit ratio was calculated by dividing the length of the second digit (2D) by the length of
the fourth digit (4D) for the left and right hand separately and then calculating the mean of these two ratios. Ring finger denotes the hormone of the prenatal testosterone and Index finger denotes the hormone of the estrogen in the womb of the mother (Figure 1).

**Categorization into High and Low Digit Ratio (2D:4D)**

Digit Ratio was categorized into high Digit Ratio and low Digit Ratio of the participants (N=108) using quartile deviation. It was observed that the Digit Ratio of the participants belonged to 0.973 and above (75% and above) were categorized into high Digit Ratio group and 0.942 and below (25% and below) were categorized into low Digit Ratio group. Analyzing this quartile deviation calculation, it was observed that among the participants, 28 participants were high digit ratio group and 28 were under low digit ratio group.

5. **Loughborough Soccer Passing Test (LSPT)**

![Figure 2. Schematic illustration of LSPT [22].](image)

Loughborough Soccer Passing Test (LSPT), a reliable and valid examination of passing ability in soccer players [22]. In this investigation, LSPT examined only selected group players with high (N=28) and low (N=28) digit ratios. All players (N=56) had been familiar with the LSPT protocol prior to final examination. Four soccer-specific wooden rebound planks have been placed as shown on each of the four lines marking the 12×9.5m grid (on the inside of planks) (Figure 2). Before placement, in the middle of each plank were attached 4 colored target areas (red, blue, green and white; 0.6×0.3m). Furthermore, an aluminum stripe (sheet) of 0.1×0.15 m was hanged in the middle of the target areas. Colored cones were used to differentiate the different zones. Participants began by the central cone with the soccer ball, and the investigator began timing the test from the moment the ball was played out of the inner rectangle. Just before the participant finished, the particular color was called out. The same examiner was used to eliminate variability among the inter-experimenters. The pass sequence was decided by 1 of 8 trial orders. Each trial consisted of 8 long passes (green and blue) and 8 short passes (white and red). Participants were informed that passes from within the passing area could only be executed. Besides, the players were informed that they would have to perform the test as quickly as possible for the best performance on the LSPT, while making the fewest mistakes. Until the last pass was completed the time was recorded. The examiner’s further role was to record penalty time points accrued during the trials. So the examiner stood in such a position that it was possible to view all 4 target areas.

5.1. **Penalty Time for Following Errors Was Awarded**

Five seconds for completely missing the plank or going over the wrong target.
Three seconds to have the ball handled.
Three seconds for missing the target area.
Two seconds from outside of the designated area for passing the ball.
Two seconds for any cone that touches the ball.
One second for each second taken over the 43 seconds allocated to complete the test.
Additionally, if the ball hit the 10-cm aluminum stripe in the center of the target, 1 second was deducted from the total time which denotes as bonus time.

5.2. LSPT Total Performance (TP)

Total performance (TP) consisting of the time required

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Protocol</th>
<th>Mean Performance</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (±SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretch stature (cm)</td>
<td>169.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass (kg)</td>
<td>58.46</td>
<td>5.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSPT(TP) (sec)</td>
<td>61.12</td>
<td>11.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Ratio (mm)</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Results

6.1. Statistical Analyses

All data are conveyed as mean and standard deviation (Table 1). Before using parametric tests, the condition of normality of data was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk W-test. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Digit Ratio</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSPT (TP)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>65.57</td>
<td>111.80</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td><strong>.01</strong></td>
<td>Significantly low digit ratio was better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>53.07</td>
<td>72.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance level at 54 df at * .05 level = 2.01 and at ** .01 level = 2.68

6.2. Comparison Between High and Low Digit Ratio Group in Soccer Passing Accuracy

The scores in soccer passing accuracy skill, i.e., LSPT total performance of the high digit ratio and the low digit ratio groups, were selected and categorized. To find out the significance of differences of passing skills between the high digit ratio and the low digit ratio t-test was computed separately and presented in Table 2.

7. Discussion

The present study investigates the comparative analysis between high digit ratio and low digit ratio groups under soccer passing accuracy in national youth soccer players. The key findings from this study are that the low digit ratio group is more significantly better performer than high digit ratio group. Manning and Taylor [2] investigated different types of soccer players and stated that professional, International and 1st team players had a low digit ratio (2D:4D) than the control groups, youth teams and the players who did not represent their country, respectively. Previous researchers reported that the average digit ratio of England’s international soccer players (N=37) is 0.94; the black of England’s professional soccer players (N=13) is 0.93; the Brazilian soccer professional (N=99) is 0.93; the Brazilian first team (first eleven) soccer professional (N=20) is 0.92 [26, 2]. Presumably, the digit ratio goes down, the player’s rank is higher. It is also noted that the first eleven soccer professionals from Brazil had the lowest digit ratio. In fact, Brazil has created some of the most emblematic skillful players in world soccer history [28].

The prenatal testosterone hormone calls the human mind and body an “organizational effect” before birth. The previous study reported, in men of low 2D:4D, elevated prenatal exposure to testosterone as indicated by a low digit ratio (2D:4D) refers to more aggressive/hostile behavior, especially in challenging situations [29]. Researchers Dyer et al., [30] found evidence that 2D:4D was a correlate of performance in an open skill sport in Basketball game. Researchers further stated, “organizational benefits” of prenatal testosterone may be reflect the performance of open skills of sport. The present investigators, therefore, decide to examine LSPT because the test has dynamic elements. In LSPT the players were informed that they would have to perform the test as quickly as possible while making the fewest mistakes [31]. However, the dimension of skill is where the player has mastered the ability to pick and implement the appropriate technique as defined by requirements of situation. The
meaning of this view is that the cognitive component is a fundamental competency factor in the decision-making process. Therefore, LSPT incorporated a dynamic element so that players had to decide upon how best to control the ball, how to position themselves for the pass in relation to the targets, and so on [22].

Digit ratio is associated with a range of cognitive abilities including spatial ability [32] which may facilitate in multifaceted aspects to perform better soccer passing accuracy. Cognition plays a major role in LSPT as players must make 16 consecutive passes with two different distances. For these separate distances, the strike rate of passing force and the rate of rebound force of passing on a single trail continuously changed. Therefore players had to adapt to this changing situation. Additionally, Scharfen & Memmert, [33] found the cognitive functions Attention Window and Working Memory are partly associated with some specific and core motor skills, whereas the sum of all cognitive, as well as all motor skills are strongly correlated each other. Zoudji et al. [34] demonstrated that Working Memory (WM) is a neural mnemonic mechanism that processes and temporally stores the information needed for complex cognitive activities and is therefore a key component of rapid decision-making. For this reason, working memory / short-term memory allows players to execute LSPT better because they are expected to memorize the particular color and position of the wooden plank. In the same way, Makrem and his team [35] studied on LSPT and argued that the oral verbalization and visualization impact of soccer technical learning for boys in schools. Moreover, it is also noted that the incorporation of cognitive elements especially decision-making affects the total performance of LSPT. On the other hand, Loughborough Soccer Shooting Test (LSST), which had a tactical dimension and required participants to decide how best to control the ball [22]. Researchers Islam and his team studied LSST and repeated sprint ability and found a relationship between these two variables. Researchers further argued that repeated sprint capacity is likely to affect repeated shooting performance in multifaceted aspects [36]. Similarly, LSPT incorporated repeated 16 passes within a dynamic context [22]. Therefore, present researcher, assumed that repeated motor performance with cognitive dimension can be incorporated with each other. Therefore, the digit ratio correlated with cognition may also allow motor performance better in the LSPT protocol.

Previous researchers also have admitted high prenatal testosterone hormone (low Digit Ratio) to play a significant role in the development of mammalian brains that, in neural regions with sufficient testosterone receptors, influence cell death patterns and neural connectivity [37]. Therefore, high 2D:4D (low prenatal testosterone hormone and high prenatal estrogen hormone) is one of the limitations of greater soccer passing skills in multifaceted aspects of match-play setting. The digit ratio is often believed to be a reasonable indicator of adult steroid hormones. So, men with low digit ratios report more marked testosterone surges during challenging situations [38] linked with high performance in soccer skills.

After a comparative analysis, the present study found the significance of differences between high digit ratio and low digit ratio under soccer passing accuracy was to some extent conclusive. The low digit ratio group was significantly better than that of the high digit ratio group in soccer passing accuracy test. Therefore, Hypothesis H1: “There would be significant differences in soccer passing accuracy skills between the high digit ratio and low digit ratio soccer players” was accepted.

8. Conclusion

Performing soccer passing accuracy is an intelligent-attacking skill with lower and higher intensity actions in large numbers. It is noted that in match-like situations, the motor action and cognitive dimension are mixes with the success of soccer passing accuracy. Amazingly, the low digit ratio may meet the demands of the soccer game’s cognitive needs and motor functions as this ratio represents the masculine traits.

For all counts, and with proven findings, it is no wonder that low digit ratio has an “organizational effect” on adult male soccer players that likely to be helpful for high passing skill performance.

9. Recommendation

Further research can be done in the same topic with tested by adult testosterone hormone that might correspond to the more decisive results.

Limitation of the Study

In the absence of opponents during the LSPT protocol, players seem to feel mental comfort, while impersonal time pressure is the only motivation for their action. This does not seem to reflect the actual actions taken by the players in the field in a 90min soccer match.
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